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COURTNEY LASALLE 

PHOTOS
I’m a creative soul with a love of Romance
A Born and raised Texan, The Texas proud kind 
of Texan!
I grew up in San Antonio and moved to the 
Southeast Texas area
to be with my husband, who works in the plants! 

When I am not photographing the most 
INCREDIBLE souls or editing their photos, 
you can find me driving around aimlessly with 
my husband, 
hanging out with our 6 beautiful AMAZING 
daughters, at some kind of sporting event for 
them, 

Or just hanging 
out with my 
Goldendoodle 
Oaklee and 

reading a good book! 

I’m Obsessed with Tacos and Naps, 
I don’t know which one I like more. I think 
it’s pretty equal. 
I firmly believe naps should be 
normalized....

- Courtney Lasalle Photos
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CONTACT
Location:Beaumont, Texas
• Insta @courtney.lasalle_photos
• Email - clasallephotoraphy@gmail.com 
• Facebook - CLaSallePhotography
• Pinterest- clasallephotography
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JUST BECAUSE DATE NIGHT SESSIONS
There are plenty of reasons to book a Just 
Because Couples session. Maybe you want 
to try something other than dinner & movie. 
It can be hard to think of unique date ideas 
when we fall into a routine. But what’s better 
than getting dressed up and spending 
quality time together?! We can even hang 
out and do things the two of you enjoy!

I can be your FAVORITE third wheel and 
accompany you to places you enjoy or 
hobbies you have! Like bowling? Let’s go, 
y’all can have all the fun, and I will sit back 
and capture it for you! Want to relax in the 
park and have a nice intimate picnic? Let’s 
do it!

These just because sessions are also 
enjoyable if you want to go out and explore. 
We can head to Houston, Louisiana, or 
anywhere you have your little heart set on! 
I know here in Beaumont, Texas, downtown 
is adorable, but we have options. You don’t 
have to stay in town.

ENGAGEMENT PHOTOS FOR COUPLES IN 
LOVE
Engagement photos are a great example 
of a couples session and are a perfect way 
to connect during the stress of wedding 
planning. We’ll choose a spot that is 
meaningful to you or simply a place you feel 
comfortable.

Don’t worry about “knowing what to do” or 
“not knowing how to pose”! These sessions 
aim to show your connection and happiness! 
I will lead you through with light prompting 
and lots of interaction!

COUPLE SESSIONS ARE 

FOR EVERYONE.
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By: Courtney Lasalle Photography

You will be so focused on each other that you won’t 
have time to think about my camera in front of you! 
No forced or awkward poses here! From there, your 
personalities and your comfort level lead the way!

Most couples tell me that even if they were initially 
nervous before the session, it quickly melted away as 
they were able to spend some time with the person 
they love.

COUPLES SESSIONS ARE GREAT FOR MARRIED 
COUPLES, TOO
We take hundreds of photos of our kids over the 
years, but you know what they will treasure someday? 
Photos of Mom and Dad!

Sometimes as married couples (I’m talking about me 
too), we forget to nurture our marriage. We let our 
lives get in the way. Work, kids, and extracurricular 
activities, we forget to take time to connect. A 
session with your spouse is a great way to reconnect. 
We’ll head out for an adventure, chat about 
what’s happening in each other’s lives and let your 
personalities shine through!

Let’s just put it this way; if you haven’t had a great 
photo of the two of you in the last year, you need a 
couples session!

SHOW YOUR LOVE WITH A COUPLE’S SESSION
Why not book a couples session today? It’s the 
perfect way to show your love for each other! And 
don’t forget to make a date night out of it! All you 
need to do is contact me, and we’ll work together to 
create the ideal location, look and feel you want.
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A MOMENT IN TIME

Kate Chengappa, owner of BluBrd Weddings 
and Events is a Utah based wedding planner, 
offering full planning and coordination services 
to couples all over the country. Since 2020, Kate 
has seen a change and shift in what couples 
desire out of their wedding experience. She 
observed that many couples were seeking an 
alternative to the traditional, expensive and 
wasteful weddings of the past. This was the 
inspiration for A Moment In Time!

A Moment In Time is a full service wedding 
boutique, offering newly engaged and 
vow renewal couples an affordable and 
environmentally sustainable alternative to 
a traditional wedding. These unique events 
provide couples with everything they need for a 
traditional wedding, without the stress, cost or 
complexity of planning…think Vegas elopement, 
but more elegant!

Couples and up to 40 guests reserve 1.5 hour 
time slots on a boutique day, where they will 
experience an intimate, beautifully decorated 
ceremony conducted by a legal officiant, 
followed by a fun cocktail hour with delicious 
light bites and carefully curated His and Her 
cocktails of their choosing! The couple is then 
whisked away for their private photography 
session with one of our professional wedding 
photographers to capture the happiest day of 
their lives, while guests continue to celebrate 
and enjoy our in-house refreshments.

Each event is created with seasonal trends 
in mind to ensure couples and their guests 
experience the perfect stress-free day! A 
Moment In Time provides a wedding day that 
better aligns with couples goals, such as saving 
money for an unforgettable honeymoon, or the 
down payment on a home. 
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CONTACT
Location: Lindon, Utah
• Phone - (385) 200-1788
• Instagram - @utahweddingboutique
• Email - contact@utahweddingboutique.com 
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What Is A Moment In Time?
- A Moment In Time is a shared wedding 
concept that allows for multiple couples to be 
married on the same day, in their reserved 1.5 
hour time slot. Everything that a couple would 
need on their big day is provided and carefully 
curated to create an unforgettable wedding 
experience, without the cost or waste of a 
traditional wedding! Simply put, you choose 
your 1.5 hour time slot, notify up to 40 guests 
with our elegant and customized invitations, 
and show up! And don’t forget to obtain your 
marriage license prior to your wedding day!
- According to Brides.com, the average 
cost of a wedding in 2022 is approximately 
$30,000. A Moment In Time provides the full 
experience of a traditional wedding in an 
affordable and sustainable way! Less waste, 
less cost, less stress! Couples can save the 
money of a traditional wedding to use toward 
their goals, such as a fabulous honeymoon, 
memorable shared experiences, or a 
downpayment of a house!

Why Choose A Moment In Time?
- When we say everything is provided, 
we mean everything! The gorgeous venue, 
customized invitations, stunning floral 
arrangements, bouquets and boutonnieres for 
the couple (add-ons available), legal officiant, 
ceremony and cocktail hour music, staffed 
cocktail hour, his and her/LGBTQ+ delicious 
cocktails/mocktails and light bites, ceremony 
and cocktail hour photography, private 
couple’s photo shoot, digital copies of 20 
(add-on available) chosen photos!
- Add-ons available (must be added two 
weeks prior to wedding date)

A MOMENT IN TIME PT.1
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By: A Moment In Time

What Packages Can I Choose From?
- Beauty In Simplicity - Base Package: $3,000.00 
- The gorgeous venue, customized invitations, 
stunning floral arrangements, bouquets and 
boutonnieres for the couple (you can take them 
home), legal officiant, ceremony and cocktail hour 
music, staffed cocktail hour, his and her/LGBTQ+ 
delicious cocktails/mocktails and light bites, 
ceremony and cocktail hour photography, private 
couple’s photo shoot, digital copies of 20 chosen 
photos!
- Our Day To Remember - Base+ Package: 
$4,000.00
- Everything included in Base package
- All edited digital photo files from all photo 
shoots (100+)
- Mounted fine art print of couple’s chosen 
photo (11x16)
- Choice of smoke bomb or bubble gun for 
photo shoots
- An Evening In Love - Evening Package: 
$4,500.00 (1 slot per event, limited space)
- Everything included in Base+ package
- Upgrade to 16x24 mounted fine art print of 
couple’s choice of photo
- Sparklers for guest for photo shoot
- Extra 30 minutes of cocktail hour
- Optional Add on
- Wedding party florals

What Is The Theme Of A Moment In Time?
- Your wedding theme will be Modern Classic, 
a fresh and fashionable take on the elegance of a 
traditional wedding. This sleek and sophisticated 
theme incorporates a monochromatic color palette, 
trendy florals, and clean decor elements. 

Where Will My Wedding Be Hosted?
- Your day will be hosted at The Wild Oak 
venue, located in Lindon, Utah. This stunning 
venue offers the serenity of a small town, with 
magic only found in classic literature. The natural 
surrounding beauty presents incredible backdrops 
to add a striking element to photos, capturing 
the enchantment of your big day. The Wild Oak’s 
dedicated staff offer experience that will ensure your 
wedding is unforgettable.
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A MOMENT IN TIME PT.2

What To Expect From My Cocktail Hour?
- Couples and their guests can expect 
to have an elegant and delicious cocktail 
hour, with light bites and unique cocktail 
options, following a champagne or sparkling 
cider toast! Curated by Tin Barrel Beverage 
Bar, couples can choose from a list of 
carefully curated cocktails or mocktails, 
such as Blackberry Mint Mule, Elderflower 
Grapefruit Rose Vodka Martini, and many, 
MANY more!
- Tin Barrel is a specialty beverage 
bar. That means they create and specialize 
in your specific event, style and taste. The 
versatility of our cocktail creations add a 
unique flare to any event. We pride ourselves 
on quality, class and creativity! 
- We specialize in delicious, unique 
Signature cocktails for your special day. 
90% of our drinks are “Hybrids”, meaning 
they can be served with our without 
alcohol without having to sacrifice any of 
the amazing tastes! We believe that our 
Signature drinks should be as special as you 
are!
 Important Info:
- If you would like to have alcohol at 
your cocktail hour and/or a champagne toast, 
you will have to provide the alcohol that our 
bartenders will use.
- Visit your county government office to 
obtain your marriage license. Your marriage 
will not be legal without a valid marriage 
license.

Contact us: contact@utahweddingboutique.
com
Phone : 385-200-1788
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By: A Moment In Time
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CONTACT
Location: Arizon, Utah, Southern California  
• Website- www.caitlinaudreyphoto.com
• Instagram - @caitlinaudrey.photography 
• Email -hello@caitlinaudreyphoto.com
• Phone- (623) 670.4192 

Photography is 
so much more 
than lighting and 
composition.  Powerful 
images come from 
the ability to feel the 
emotion within them 
that was created in 
that moment, which is 
something I’ve learned 

to master with all of my couples.  It’s entirely 
about the experience and creating the space 
for you both to be fully who you are & to 
pick up on the energies that are there and to 
work from that. From there I’m able to create 
images that will forever evoke emotion, that 
portray the intimacy between you and your 
partner, and will always have the warm, honest 
vibes that you both already share.  We work 
together as a cohesive team to create images 

CAITLIN AUDREY 

PHOTO

that look like art and feel like you.
I am an empath and a photographer, a mother 
and a friend. I bring all of those to the table 
when you are working with me. As an empath 
it allows me to feel your connection and in 
turn create images that truly feel like you. As 
a mother and a friend I will always bring to the 
table the nurturing hype girl. The one that will 
help you pin that hard-to-reach curl and hold 
your grandmother’s hand with as much love 
as you would, while also reminding you of the 
actual badass you are.
As a Leo sun, Pisces moon, Capricorn Rising 
and an enneagram 2 I am always down for 
a road trip, sunny days and to put my bare 
feet on the earth - and equally a good night 
out with friends, dancing the night away 
at concerts & sharing delicious meals at a 
community table. I’m deeply passionate, music 
feeds my soul (Allen Stone fangirl forever), I 
love with my whole heart and believe in the 
power to create positive change wherever you 
are. I was raised in the PNW and was able to 
craft through my diverse experiences in life, 
a highly intuitive spirit and a hard working 
mentality that will always put the best possible 
outcome forward.  When we work together, 
know that the utmost care & concern for your 
best day is always at the top of my priority list 
- as well as creating a safe space for you two 
to enjoy your day to the absolute fullest!
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My name is Susie 
Young and I created 
Wish Blossom 
Flowers to bring 
beauty and joy 
to others. I have 
over 23 years of 
experience and 
passion for flowers . 
From the time I was 
a little girl, I was obsessed with flowers.
My mother would take me out and teach 
me all their names, and I soaked it up 
like a sponge. We would walk all over the 
hills of our beautiful ranch in Wyoming. I 
would forage wildflowers and make magical 
gifts for others. Then, when I was a young 
designer with fistfuls of dreams I saved all 
my money to buy flowers to dry and create.
 
Now as a professional floral artist, I feel as 
if I share a part of myself with those that I 
design for, capturing their ideas to create 
something uniquely their own. I love when a 
bride’s eyes glow with happiness and tears, 
because of the beauty of their bouquet 
and decor. Wishes are granted, dreams are 
created and memories are made. I want to 
be able to work with those that dream and 
have a vision for their special day. I love to 
create lush, romantic designs with movement 
and texture.

WISH BLOSSOM FLOWERS

CONTACT
Location: Salt lake city, Utah
• Instagram- @wishblossomflowers
• Email- susie@wishblossomflowers.com
• Website - wishblossomflowers.com

VENDORS LIST
Photographer @ loloorgjiphotography
Bride -  @skyaclementine
Venue - @thegrandamerica
Floral @wishblossomflowers
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The Barn in Old 
Paradise.
Dreamy. Rustic. 
Romantic. Timeless.
Not everyone gets to 
live out their dream, 
but owning and 
operating The Barn is 
a living dream come 
true for Kelli Snider 
and her husband and business partner, Casey. 
Everyone thought Kelli and Casey were crazy 
when they announced their plans to completely 
overhaul an old rundown barnyard and build 
a stunning new wedding venue. But with the 
most beautiful views in the Intermountain West, 
and a place of historic significance, they knew 
they had something special. Built from 100 
year old barn plans and a whole lot of blood, 
sweat, and tears, The Barn is a symbol of 
dedication, commitment, and dreams realized. 
It is as unique as it is beautiful and provides 
a rustic, timeless backdrop for any wedding. 
From simple, intimate, hilltop elopements on 
the upper fields of the farm, to traditional 
ceremonies under the huge open ceiling of 
the natural wood barn, you’ll find a perfectly 
dreamy setting to seal the deal and celebrate! 
Kelli’s favorite part of operating The Barn is 
interacting with Brides whose eyes light up 
when they first step into The Barn, and then 
watching their dream wedding come to life. 
She considers each of her brides and grooms a 
friend and is grateful for the small role she gets 
to play in one of the most important days of 
their lives.  

THE BARN IN OLD PARADISE

CONTACT
Location: Utah
• Instagram - @TheBarnInOldParadise
• Website- TheBarnInOldParadise.com
• Email- TheBarnInOldParadise@gmail.com
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TIFFANY KAY EVENTS 

BY DESIGN

Owner & Planner, Tiffany Foronda is a Bay Area 
native with a passion for working with people 
and an absolute love for planning! She has a 
Bachelor’s Degree in Broadcast Journalism and 
had originally dreamed of becoming a news 
writer. 

After graduating from college, she spent 
most of her professional career working in 
hospitality, which led her to fall in love with 
working events. With almost two decades of 
experience, she has coordinated everything 
from weddings to corporate meetings & 
conventions of all size. 

Weddings are what truly stole her heart. She 
launched Tiffany Kay Events by Design in 2018. 
She enjoys working on a more personal and 
creative level with her clients, to help make 
their vision come to life!

With her organizational skills and keen 
attention to detail, Tiffany provides the utmost 
professional service while making sure her 
clients enjoy the entire process.  

CONTACT
Location: San Francisco Bay Area
• Instagram- @tiffanykay_events
• Email-  info@tiffanykayevents.com
• Phone- (510) 303-5493
• Website-  www.tiffanykayevents.com

Vendor List
Profile Photo - Emilie Bers, 
SF Brand Photographer
Venue - SJ Gurdwara, Photographer 
- Brian MacStay
Venue - Taber Ranch Vineyards, 
Photographer - Brooke Couch
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Hello, My name is Kelsey Howell. I am a 
28 year old wedding photographer based 
out of Montana, but I am more than willing 
to travel wherever you need me for your 
special day. I’m a wife, and a busy mother 
to three amazing daughters. I got into 
photography by simply just wanting to 
cherish moments with my family that can 
always be looked back upon. Freezing time 
has always been my favorite part about 
photography but meeting new people and 
growing relationships is something I never 
expected to grow on me so much. I am 
blessed that I get to experience and learn 
about so many unique love stories. 

Taking candid photos is my go to, real, 
raw emotions are absolutely timeless and 
important to me. When you look back 
on your big day, I want you to feel the 
emotions all over again for years and 
generations to come. 

I’d love to get to know you, so reach out 
and let’s chat!

CONTACT
Location: Montana
• Instagram- @three.sistersphotography
• Facebook - Three Sisters Photography
• Phone- (406) 314-8997
• Email- threesistersphotography21@gmail.
com 

THREE SISTER

PHOTOGRAPHY
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EVENTS 

BY VEE

“Hi there, I’m 
Victoria! Events 
by Vee, SLC are 
budget-friendly event 
planners, specializing 
in weddings. Call me your “Personal Wedding 
Assistant” for your wedding day! I specialize 
in Day-of Coordinating, but offer many other 
packages. I cannot wait to make your dream 
wedding come true!

Offering 25% off if they mention code “EBV22” 

CONTACT
Location: Eagle Mountain, Utah
• Phone - (385) 309-0984
• Email - eventsbyveeslc@gmail.com
• Insta -  @eventsbyveeslc
• Website- eventsbyveeslc.com
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CONTACT
Location: Utah
• Insta-  @laurabethany.photo
• Email: laurabethany.photo@gmail
• Website: laurabethanyphotography.com

Hey there! I’m Laura, 
lover of the outdoors, 
dessert, and my two 
Goldendoodles. I 
currently reside in 
Logan, Utah where 
I am pursuing a 
Business Marketing 
and Entrepreneurship 
degree at Utah State 

University. 

From the time I was gifted my first camera at 
six years old, photography has played a huge 
role in my life. Every bug, flower, and sun flare 
deserved to shine in the spotlight and I made 
sure that happened when I photographed 
them. After some time, my interest in subjects 
changed, and I discovered that I most enjoy 

LAURA BETHANY 

PHOTOGRAPHY
having couples in front of my lens. I 
started photographing weddings and four 
years later I haven’t looked back! I am 
beyond stoked to be able to capture so 
much personality, beauty, and love in my 
photographs and I strive to make each 
session a comfortable, fun, and memorable 
experience. 

I love working with so many amazing 
people and would love to work with 
you too! Email me and include the code 
SoHitched2022 for 10% off any wedding 
package! 
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KAYLA PATTBERG

PHOTOGRAPHY

I’m Kayla! The photographer and founder 
of Kayla Pattberg Photography! I’m a family, 
couples, and wedding photographer based 
in Utah. I love to travel and experience new 
countries, cultures, and food. Everyone says 
if you do what you love, you will never work 
another day in your life. And that is exactly 
what I have done! I love photography and 
creating memories that are going to last 
a lifetime! Being able to capture special 
moments in your life and freeze them in 
time has such a special place in my heart. 
These are memories that you can look back 
at years down the road and remember the 
special times you have had together. 

CONTACT
Location: Provo Utah
• Instagram-  @kaylapattberg.photography
• Email: kaylapattbergphotography@gmail.com 
• Website:kaylapattbergphotography.mypixieset.com
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CONTACT
Location: Provo Utah
• Instagram-  @kaylapattberg.photography
• Email: kaylapattbergphotography@gmail.com 
• Website:kaylapattbergphotography.mypixieset.com
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BRATT PHOTO AND FILM

Hey y’all! We are Brätt Photo and Film (aka 
Taylor and Jeff). We are a husband and 
wife duo that specializes in wedding and 
elopement photography and videography. 
We are based in Northern Utah but welcome 
travel to any destination your heart desires!  
We know how important it is to have a 
photographer and videographer who 
can work together seamlessly to create a 
smooth, stress-free wedding day. By hiring 
us as your wedding day team, you will be 
getting just that! 

We pride ourselves in providing a fun and 
comfortable shooting environment for you 
and your lover. If you like to be posed, we 
got you. If you like to be more candid and 
fun, no problem. If you like to be more 
intimate and serious, awesome! We come to 
every shoot prepared to guide you through 
every step so you can shake off the nerves 
and just enjoy spending time with the one 
you cherish the most. We will take care of 
the rest! Our natural, clean, and true-to-
color style will create timeless images and 
videos that you and your partner can cherish 
for years to come. Our ultimate goal is to 
capture photos and videos that are not only 
beautiful; but also sincere, intimate, and full 
of feeling. We can’t wait to work with you!

CONTACT
Location: Utah
• Insta -@brattphotoandfilm 
• Email - brattphotoandfilm@gmail.com 
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DANIELLE ROSE 

PHOTOGRAPHY

Heyyy! I’m Danielle, an Intimate Wedding 
and Elopement Photographer. I’m available 
for intimate weddings in Kansas or wherever 
your heart desires. I would LOVE to travel to 
you and capture you and your partner’s love 
story in all your favorite locations or pack my 
bags for an adventure! I’m a deeply personal 
and inclusive photographer. I care very 
deeply about my fellow humans. I LOVE hugs 
and I want to get to know you! 

I take a very candid approach when 
photographing my couples. I want you to 
feel like I’m a close friend capturing your 
special day. I care about your day simply 
because I would want my photographer 
to care about mine. I do everything in my 
power to make sure I am providing the best 
possible service for you as well as taking 
special precautions to make sure your photos 
are safe. Prepare to receive polaroids of 
special moments and behind the scene (BTS) 
footage. 

If you choose me as your wedding 
photographer I will help you and your 
partner break tradition by tossing out any 
unwanted obligations or pressure. I help 
you craft a day you truly want by helping 
you curate your wedding day timeline and 
document your special day. You might get 
a few special surprises along the way! If 
you’d like to inquire about your day, please 
reach out through my website https://
daniellerosephotography.com and inquire 
using my contact page! Even if you’d like 
some more info, I would be happy to help! I 
cannot wait to hear more about you two!!

CONTACT
Location: Wichita, Kansas
• Instagram- @bydaniellerosephotography 
• Facebook- @bydaniellerosephotography 
• Email- https://daniellerosephotography.com
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Hey ya’ll! My name is Abby & I am a 
traveling Wedding Photographer based out 
of Southern New Mexico. I am a momma 
to a sweet babe named Kolbi Jane, and 
I am engaged to my dream man. Where 
I grew up is a small town called Truth or 
Consequences, 121 miles away from the 
Mexico border. There you will find a mix 
of farmers, hippies, ranchers, and green 
chile lovers. Coming from an extensive 
line of generational ranchers, our diverse 
community, ecosystems, & cultures here in 
the Southwest Desert has made me fall in 
love with capturing the precious moments 
that you want to last forever. I love to shoot 
EVERYTHING, but I specialize in Western 
lifestyle, Weddings, Elopements, Couple/
Engagement sessions, & styled branding 
shoots. It did take me awhile to find the style 
that fit me and what I loved to see in my 
photos, which I feel like every photographer 
goes through, but if warm, moody, 
southwestern mountains and deserts are your 
vibe than I am your girl.

WINDING ROADS 

PHOTOGRAPHY
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CONTACT
Location: Southern New Mexico
• Instagram - @winding_roads_photography 
• Email -  windingroadsphotography5@gmail.com 
• Facebook - @Winding Roads Photography 
• Website- www.windingroadsphoto.com



Photo by: Courtney 
Lassalle Photography


